CHRISTMAS 2008 PART 2
LUXOR
We had a very full day, starting with a visit to the Valley of the Kings. Despite the early hour, the heat was
almost unbearable in the relatively narrow valley. There was no breeze to relieve our discomfort. Norm
thinks the temperature was up well over the old 100 degrees. No photos were permitted inside the tombs. I
have scanned a picture, which gives some idea of the incredible images that covered all the walls and
ceilings. It was hard to believe the age of these wonderful places.

Valley of the Kings
Interior of tomb
After spending a couple of hours in the oven of the Valley of the Kings we then returned to our airconditioned bus with great relief. Our next stop was briefly to an Alabaster Factory – the usual retail therapy,
then on to the funerary temple of Queen Hatsepshut (the only female Pharoah)

Alabaster salesman

Queen Hatsepshut’s funerary temple

We had a very full afternoon exploring the temples of Karnak and Luxor.

Temples of Karnak

Temple of Luxor
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BALLOON FLIGHT OVER LUXOR AND VALLEY OF THE KINGS
Both Norm and I were absolutely thrilled by our balloon flight, and we still rank it as one of our most magical
Egyptian experiences. It was a glorious morning: great views, some smoke haze from the sugar cane fields,
floating over paddocks of sugarcane and barley, small hamlets, the statues of Memnon, several temples, along
the edge of the Valley of the Kings, date palms, people working in the paddocks, donkeys braying, birds
singing, people talking and singing as they worked in the fields.

Inflating Balloon

Lift off

Over Luxor fields

Colossi of Memnon

Farmer’s house

Queen Hatsepshut’s temple

Sugar cane harvest

LUXOR TO ESNA
Back down on earth we were taken across the Nile by motorboat to our transport, which took us up to Esna to
catch up with our cruiser, which was waiting for us near the lock on the river. Our bus had to join a convoy of
other buses, with armed soldiers front and back.
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Early morning on the Nile

Convoy

Countryside between Luxor & Esna
Pedlar
NILE CRUISE FROM LUXOR TO ASWAN
Once back on board our cruiser we were entertained for ages by the many boat pedlars who surrounded the ships
waiting to pass through the lock. The pedlars were shouting to the passengers, tempting them to buy the many
tablecloths, t- shirts, scarves etc. They would then hurl the item (wanted or not) in a plastic bag up on deck to be
inspected and either purchased or returned. Many parcels landed in the water rather than on a boat.

Cruiser surrounded by pedlars

Date palms reflected

Norm and I spent the evening sitting out the front of the ship letting the world slip by: rural scenes, glorious
sunset, so beautiful.
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Sunset over the Nile

Feluccas on the Nile

Bazaar in front of Kom Ombo Temple

ASWAN
Yet another early morning start with wake up call at 3.45AM, to be ready in time for the drive to Aswan Airport
and board a flight out to Abu Simbel. The temple had been relocated, stone by stone, to save it from being
inundated when the Aswan two dam was constructed. It was hard to believe that it had not always stood where
it now is.

Façade of Abu Simbel Temple

Ramses & Queen Neffateri

Another one of our trips in Aswan, we were taken on a felucca and motorboat to visit a Nubian Village. The
felucca ride was very pleasant, gliding quietly along up past Elephantine Island and almost to the cataracts
before we transferred to the noisier motorboat. A couple of young lads in a wooden homemade boat pulled up
beside us for awhile and sang for a dollar. We were dropped off on a sandy bank beside the Nile, where our next
mode of transport was a camel, which, with much grunting and snorting, ungraciously delivered us to the
Nubian Village. We were invited into one of the very well cared for mud brick homes and served mint tea.

Felucca at Aswan

Boys singing for a dollar
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Sand dune near Nubian Village

Camels near Nubian Village

Inside Nubian House
Fort on hill at Aswan
After yet another ridiculously early wake up at 5.45AM for breakfast, we were driven to a wharf opposite the
little island in Lake Naser that the Phillae temple has been re-located to. Although by now we were becoming
quite ‘templed out’, this temple was quite interesting and worth the early start to see it. Phillae temple had
been submerged for years after the first Aswan Dam was built in the early 20th century. It was not until the
1980’s that the project began to relocate it from under the water to its current location. I forget how many tons
of mud had to be pumped out of the temple, but it was a lot. Another amazing feat to reflect on.

Lake Nasar from Philae Isld

Philae Temple
THE END PART 2
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